imbrication in American political life. [2] As the epigraph above betrays, the racial disavowal Clarence Thomas enjoyed was itself the effect of a curious displacement. Morrison reveals how Thomas' obsequious performance of masculinity, and his amenability to the public and to the legal confirmation process, was not only enabled by the sexual displacement of race (specifically blackness) onto the image of Anita Hill. This displacement of race onto the black woman constitutes the black woman as such. In other words, black femininity becomes the bearer of the burden of the racial mark, and of blackness. I understand race and blackness not to be mutually exclusive, but I also conceive of race as a world historical idea and a cultural fiction, engineered and deployed in the interest of imperialism, colonialism, New World slavery, and repeatedly signified through the "reciprocal articulation of the institution of modern slavery and its aftermath." [2] The concept of race signals a "practice of distinction among humans that has come to be placed under the heading of an idea." [3] I think of blackness as fluid and coextensive with a history of collective resistance to the colonial idea and imperial concept of race, and I critically consider the transformative, resistive potential of blackness to the violent conception of the raced body. [3] This essay explores the relation between blackness and gender by way of two tropes: the stain and the black (w)hole. Morrison's discussion of Anita Hill affords us a certain insight into what Denise Ferreira da Silva has described as the "sociohistorical logic of exclusion that makes the racial and gender such a suitable pair [but] also hinders our understanding of how gender and race work together to institute a particular kind of subaltern subject." [4] Black femininity becomes the particularly vexed "subaltern" figure through which we might think and conceptualize the epistemic injustice and violence that constitute and limit our thinking about both blackness and gender. [4] Returning to the epigraph, I want to touch briefly on Morrison's metaphor of the stain here in order to argue for the centrality of black femininity in reimagining the stakes of black embodiment. Thinking about the materiality of the stain, I imagine a growing inkblot that saturates a white page. A black stain that saturates the page and blots out the text also gathers the energies of the text into its invisible vortex, and in so doing performs a fundamental transgression, bleeding into the zones of the text and page, ink and paper, vision and invisibility. The televised image of Anita Hill is a stain upon American consciousness. Consider Morrison's skepticism concerning the pragmatic, "interrogatory discourse" about what took place, and her urgent appeal that what "was at stake was history." The black woman, imagined as the material event of the stain, signals the stakes of a specifically violent embodied history -the black woman bleeds over and thereby violates and contaminates the edge or boundary between the contemporary moment and a persistent history of black subjection. The stain is itself a kind of textual and material "transaction," to invoke Christina Sharpe's phrasing, which locates "the violence, often sexual, by which one is 'made a subject and subjected by others.'" [5] [5] However, while the image of Anita Hill compounds an image of black femininity as the bearer of these subjections, at the same time the black woman signals a disruption of the logic of that violently signifying history. As the black woman on our television screens, Anita Hill circulates and signifies the burden of racial difference. But considering the force of Morrison's metaphor, the function of the material stain is both more and less than the function of an image. In addition to its "re-racing" or blackening effect, yet another disturbing aspect of the stain is its ability to disperse itself and absorb the space around it. We discover that the stain, in its material absorption, is also consuming, in the sense of being alluring and seductive. Much like the trope of the black (w)hole that Evelynn Hammonds deploys in her essay, "Black (W)holes and the Geometry of Black Female Sexuality," considering the restrictive and imaginative possibilities of the black woman as stain, redirects us to the black feminine both as an originary site for the capitalist exploitation and expropriation of the black body, and potentially as a site of irreducible corporeal difference. Can we think of a black stain as both an expression of the black woman's residual and trace effects in the event of her absence, and also an expression of her irresolvable presence? The material metaphor of the stain has massive implications for questions of abstraction and form, and their relationship to both blackness and gender, or more precisely, the gendering of blackness. Can we theorize the uncanny instantiation of the black woman's figure as a fleshing out of form? Additionally, can we think about the stain's alluring double edge, its spread, as an asignifying disruption of the general economy of the image? [6] Exploring the implications of the fraught representationality of the black woman as stain a bit further, requires that we move through a black feminist discourse that has taken up the questions of visibility and invisibility in order to think the problem of political representation, particularly as that problem animates the televised event of the hearings and the visual reconstruction of that event. Black feminist discourse has frequently acknowledged the 'interlocking oppressions' of gender, race and class. Occupying the position of the laborer, the cost-free caregiver, the sexual object, historically she has been the interstitial figure that capital polices. But the necessary explications of her many roles are all bound up with, and subtended by a more complex imbrication of race and sex. [7] This problematic is clearly expressed in Angela Davis's account of the black woman as simultaneously "annulled" from the category of woman, "released from the myth of femininity," but then violently coerced into taking up the gendering function from which she has been barred. [6] Black femininity has circulated as both discursively empty and materially full, and this has direct implications for the way in which historically, the black woman has been biopolitically constructed, pathologized and held captive by slavery and capital, and excluded from the realm of symbolic power. [8] The black woman is the figure that crystallizes the arrangement between capital and the event of captivity. Evelynn Hammonds argues that this has everything to do with the way black female sexuality has been enshrouded in "silence, erasure and invisibility." [7] In this way the black feminine anticipates Deleuze and Guattari's deployment of the concept of the black hole, to describe the 'grotesque disfigurations' of capital that this special issue addresses. However, both the position of racial blackness and the role of black gendering remain to be theorized with respect to the general theoretical transmutation of black hole to black (w)hole. In this instance I would invoke the centrality of the black/slave body's legacy as expressive of a logic of fungibility (Saidiya Hartman's term), within what Cedric Robinson termed racial capitalism, to the general disfiguration of capital. [8] Additionally, racial sexual difference, or the violent racing of sexual difference, has produced its own coerced forms of black gendering that are the product of ungendering, [9] and black fungibility cannot be understood without accounting for the violent (un)gendering reduction of race to the racial body, and vice versa. The two processes are mutually constitutive, as the gendered trope of the black (w)hole Hammonds elaborates is delimited by the regimes of "accumulation and fungibility" (Frank Wilderson's terms) that constitute the horizon of social negation for blackness. [9] However, it is precisely because of the radically irreducible quality of the black feminine's status as stain, as black (w)hole, that the black feminine re-imagines the terms of black embodiment (accumulation and fungibility), beyond the semiotic regimes of capital that require and demand the violent foreclosure and redress of black bodily subjectivity. We need only think of Saidiya Hartman's detailed historical and theoretical study of the marketplace and the coffle as paradigmatic settings for the exchange of black bodies. Hartman illustrates the positionality of black bodies in these settings and their enmeshment with the violent social dialectics, as definitive of these acute scenes of subjection: "This theater of the marketplace wed festivity and the exchange of captive bodies...The stimulating effects of intoxicants, the simulation of good times, and the to-and-fro of half-naked bodies on display all acted to incite the flow of capital." [10] While we immediately recognize black bodies on display in the service of capital in this illustration, the point I want to underscore is precisely the core tension of this essay. That is, the paradoxical nature of black embodiment, and how the evacuated and overfull status of the black body, is conditioned by determinate practices of racial gendering. How does the black body, in the afterlife of captivity, become the black hole of capital? How does the black woman's body, regulated as both the site of biopolitical reproduction and a source of generative labor and work, assume the representationality of the hole, but also allegorize it? What kind of deconstructive and augmentative work does the '(w)' of black (w)hole do? [10] In identifying the proximity between Deleuze and Guattari's black hole and Hammonds' black (w)hole, I also want to mark the conceptual distance between these terms, a conceptual distance that depends upon the violent historical interdiction of blackness from and inscription into the social order. For Frank
Wilderson, "the ontological claim of the Afro-pessimists that Blackness is both that outside which makes it possible for White and non-White positions to exist and simultaneously contest existence." [11] This is an assertion I would want to hold onto in order to think about the antistrophic structure of black femininity, as a fold of that outside. Black (w)holeness is an augmentation as well as a subtraction from the black hole; black (w)holeness accomplishes a redoubling of the black hole in its supplementary abstraction from any concept of origin, space, and time. My claim is that the negative space blackness is constantly imagined and re-imagined as, demands an interrogation of the gendered ontology of the negative space blackness is imagined to activate and occupy. w/hole. [12] The black w/hole potentially speaks to both the aesthetic limitations placed upon black women writers and the irreducible expressivity that emerges from a distinctly black feminist aesthetic.
Baker's insistence that black wholeness is a consolidating trope that evidences Wright's discursive "mastery," in Wallace's view, effects a willful erasure of black feminist/female literary contributions. She argues that, instead of succumbing (as Baker does) to a phallocentric discourse that tethers black literary production to a "white male cultural hegemony," [13] the forms of literary experimentation that emerge from what Baker calls a "discursive order reduced to zero" [14] is all bound up with this singular black female literary economy. [12] Wallace draws on a compelling quote from Barbara Johnson: "black female discourse represents the lower case 'x' of a radical negation" -she is "both invisible and ubiquitous." [15] Her desire to reclaim the trope of black wholeness for a black feminist literature and literary criticism seems largely incontrovertible. The collective enterprise Wallace refers to as "black feminist creativity" is informed and structured by this zero degree point of reduction. This non-discursive content of black feminist literature does not secure the hegemonic foreclosure of a female imaginary, but accomplishes the undoing of a phallocentric ordering of discourse. Rather than dismiss Baker's argument, I return to it because it implies precisely this by measuring the impact of the black woman at the crucial intersection of the material and the metaphorical. Referencing Black Boy, Baker argues that Richard Wright "seeks a difference that will fulfill desire." The point that Wallace seems to miss is that the metaphorical province of black femininity as gathering w/hole is the expressive difference that drives Wright's autobiographical fulfillment. Here is Baker:
The experience that is at issue is squeezed to an unimaginably dense point in Black Boy.
In the autobiography, the mother's suffering absence becomes a figure gathering to itself all lineaments of a black "blues life."...The mother's suffering...becomes "a symbol... gathering to itself all the poverty, the ignorance, the helplessness; the painful, baffling, hunger-ridden days and hours; the restless moving, the futile seeking, the uncertainty, the fear, the dread; the meaningless pain and endless suffering. [16] [ 13] In this passage Baker explains that the maternal becomes the "unimaginably dense point" through which key literary elements, "vision and feeling," for example, are compressed. Baker demonstrates how the gathering energy of black maternity and black femininity become the emotional ground for a vernacular imagination, "a black blues life," that underwrites the expressive totality of black political consciousness. Baker's argument is a variation of Hortense Spillers' dialectic of "mother and motherdispossessed," itself a symptomatic expression of a long history of violent ungendering and the distinct social topology that emerges from that ungendering. In black literature we are confronted by an impossible figure of black womanhood that insistently embodies this maternal disjunction. [17] Though different in their points of perspective, taken together, Wallace, Baker, and Spillers' contentions amount to the observation that the figure of black femininity that emerges on the other side of the historical transaction (to borrow from Christina Sharpe once again), evidences a differently gendered Afrodiasporic cultural text that reflects maternal dispersion in and as negation.
A black feminist literary imagination and literary apparatus mediates Spillers' dialectic of mother and mother-dispossessed, animating the trope of black (w)holeness. More specifically Baker and Wallace's dialogue opens up the possibility of exploring the role of black femininity in the elaboration of a black vernacular aesthetic that offers new corporeal possibilities for black bodily existence. Could it be that the black feminine figure that emerges in the aftermath of slavery, but who remains tethered to an extended history of subjection and maternal dispossession, loses the very corporeality that lends substance, presence and viability to black female stereotypes? I want to turn to an example from black women's literature that demonstrates the performative potentiality of black w/holeness as an expression of the empty fulfillment or fulfilled emptiness of black female dispossession, and how all of this relates to an idea of the vernacular as an expression of the uniquely aesthetic compression of the maternal, the material and the metaphorical. [14] Toni Cade Bambara's short story, "My Man Bovanne," offers us a maternal protagonist, a woman named Hazel, situated precisely at this maternal disjuncture. As the excessive figure at the heart of a narrative that satirizes black political nationalism, Hazel emblematizes black femininity as a destabilizing, vernacular force. Hazel engages in a performance (in Bambara's narrative she literally dances) that offers new possibilities of freedom from racial and gendered norms. But it is by being excessive with her body, by being and signifying too much, that Hazel also breaks the rules of social and political propriety and manages at once to infiltrate and escape the political setting she is placed in. [15] Bambara offers us an image of the black woman as the one that is violently interdicted from the social order. But as the one who cannot be imagined or desired, she nevertheless gathers and absorbs the affective energies of the text, and in this way, always already saturates the field of desire. Hazel's performance accomplishes a foundational connection between an ontology of black (w)holeness -her body links us back to the historical accumulation and fungibility of the black body, precisely in order to reanimate that fungible excess (an excess that in this story is all bound up with the corporeality of black femininity) -at the same time that her performance shifts us toward a future ontology of black embodiment that is performative. [16] I take 'performative' here to mean the excessive deployment of the body in the interest of moving and acting beyond the body's frame, in a way that explicitly invokes the black body's historical inscription as an object. Such analysis would "celebrate the resistance of the object" and "trouble the assumption...that...acts and movements in the world easily lend themselves to ...the empirical, epistemological desire at the heart of spectatorship" or a given readership. [18] [17] And Bambara's Hazel compels such an analysis because she troubles the conceptual divides between performance and lived experience. Like the morphing and expanding stain opened by Anita Hill and many before her, Bambara conveys how the black woman as fungible object redeploys the excessiveness of her sex and physicality, and bleeds over the boundaries between art and life, theory and praxis. Hazel initiates a performance that further complicates the epistemological distinctions between black vernacular life and black political futurity. My speculative reading of Bambara's text provides less of a literary historical analysis; instead I focus on the excavative corporeal work the author's black female protagonist performs. This performative turning out of the infinitely expropriable, fungible black female body, produces a narrative that is at once painfully funny and difficult to read or accept. But Hazel sheds further light on the figurative troping of black female (w)holeness as an invaluable and resistive aesthetic for expanding black performative life.
II [18] The events in "My Man Bovanne" take place during a consciousness-raising gathering, held by a black political organization in the black community of a New York City neighborhood. Task and Elo, Hazel's two children have dragged her to the rally to support her niece's cousin, Nisi, who as Hazel says is "runnin for somethin with this Black party somethin or other behind her." Bambara gives us a set piece of sorts: she conveys a generational black consciousness entirely removed from a black vernacular tradition, whose aesthetic qualities Bambara invests in her black maternal protagonist. In this story, Hazel negotiates the affective arrangement of a set of Black Nationalist desires and the discourse of where nothing and everything can happen. [19] Turning to the story, at the rally, Hazel is thoroughly disinterested in the political planning taking place and chooses instead to dance with a blind man named Bovanne who everyone ignores. Dancing with Bovanne becomes a major source of embarrassment for her children, who castigate their mother for behavior they regard as indecent. Hazel, however, who cannot relate to the lofty political ambitions of her children, sees her dancing as nothing scandalous at all. Hazel is 'mother and mother dispossessed' precisely because she is affectively, socially, and economically removed from the political lives and desires of her children. The emotional rift between Hazel and her children is reflected in Bambara's sketch of an essential generational difference, which she conveys through her characters' varying attitudes, positions and orientations to the changing face of black politics. Mary Helen Washington argued that Bambara approaches the image of the black woman in literature through the mother-child conflict, which, in contrast to the conflicts between black men and black women, has gone largely unexamined as a central antagonism in black literature by women. Washington asserts: "Though her children are grown she is still young and hearty enough to wear her dresses short, talk to the old gentlemen, taste a little liquor, and when she wants to get sharp, she will wear herself a wig. The trouble is her kids done got revolutionary, and are ashamed of her earthly ways. According to them, she needs to cornrow her hair, wear the long African style dress, and show the proper amount of decorum for her age." [19] [20] But Hazel's emotional resistance to this exclusive political scene only partly hinges on the ideological and generational difference between herself and her children. Hazel's resistance is also the effect of her own performance of "diva citizenship." To draw from Lauren Berlant's formulation, "diva citizenship occurs when a person stages a dramatic coup in a public sphere in which she does not have privilege." [20] Hazel thwarts the "dominant story" of young black revolutionaries born to political consciousness who celebrate their estrangement them from their roots. She stands in for everything they attempt to transcend: a history of labor, struggle, and organizing in the south, but also its regional politics and violent oppressions. And yet Hazel is meant to bear the burden of these contrasting ideologies, as the contradictory socio-poetics of the north and the south are projected onto her. Hazel at one point in the story exclaims, "I ain't never been souther than Brooklyn Battery..." and at another point her children tell her to "take them countrified rags" off her head "and be cool." Hazel is enmeshed in a dialectical struggle between the rural south and urban north, of country life and cool urban political expression, cultural differences her children purport to have seamlessly transcended. [21] In a particularly heart-wrenching but at the same time comic moment, Hazel faces her children's refusal and dismissal of her sexuality directly when she is told that she is dancing "like one of them sex starved ladies getting on in years and not too discriminating." "Like one of them sex starved ladies." In a single turn of phrase, Bambara signals the shameful paradoxes that have historically attended black femininity -undesirable yet lascivious, visually unappealing and unreadable, yet sexually omnipresent.
Appearing now as stripped, evacuated and overfull, Hazel is the "unimaginably dense point" into which all of these thematics are "squeezed" (to re-invoke Baker). Specifically, Hazel stands in as a point of convergence for Black Power discourse, Black Nationalist discourse, and Black Aesthetic critics: "on behalf of blacks who may disagree with the politics these groups espouse...Mama Hazel represents the African-American artist grappling with the reality of Black Aesthetic criticism." [21] Her body is the culminating or "zero degree point of reduction" for the desires of her children and their aspirational black politics, but also an expanding black literary hermeneutics. [22] Hazel's 'dramatic coup' contests the terms of political inscription with her body, itself debased, degraded and reduced to an object of derision and condescension. And she contests her interpellation into this political space, through performance. The other subject of this story is Hazel's performance, specifically her dancing, which her children regard as lewd and unseemly, but could also be taken as an example of what Daphne Brooks calls eccentric performance. In the setting of the political rally, we get the sense that Hazel is "off-center." She makes her subjugated body move more freely by engaging in an "empowering oddness." [22] So much of Bambara's descriptive power is devoted to describing the pleasure and joy Hazel experiences dancing with the blind man, Bovanne. Consider the visceral closeness she describes:
I press up close to dance with Bovanne and he blind and I'm hummin and he hummin chest to chest like talkin. Not jammin my breasts into the man. Wasn't bout tits. Was bout vibrations. And he dug it and asked what color the dress I had on and how my hair was fixed, and how I was doin without a man, not nosy but nice-like, and who was at this affair... [23] [23] What shows up as spectacle for Hazel's children, is the uncomfortable intertwining of their mother's bodily excess, her fleshiness, and Bovanne's blindness. The intertwining of black femininity's deformed sensuality with blindness's incapacity is a grotesque coupling that the children just cannot bear. And it is not so much Hazel's excessive presence that is the problem for the young revolutionaries, but something far more subtle, complex, and contradictory that disturbs the text's humorous surface. Bambara introduces us to another difficulty: Hazel's body is undesirable, unreadable, but also not writable, and so Bambara must appeal to a vernacular aesthetic that reflects and gives shape to the distinct problem that attends black femininity. It is not that Hazel is so ubiquitous/invisible that we cannot see her, but that Mama Hazel stands in for the potentiality of everything we cannot see. [24] Bambara is offering us a speculative optics, an alternative visuality, a haptically dense scene further by introducing the element of Bovanne's blindness, which is refracted through the metaphysical problem of Hazel's excessive presence. [25] Indeed, what makes "My Man Bovanne" at once so painfully funny and revelatory is our discovery of Hazel's performative possibility -the way she works out and turns out her body to constitute a reworking of the black woman's body on, out, and over the apparatuses of capture and display that have What characterizes the current movement of the 60s is a turning away from the larger society and a turning toward each other. Our art, protest, dialogue no longer spring from the impulse to entertain, or to indulge or enlighten the conscience of the enemy; white people, whiteness, or racism; men, maleness, chauvinism: America or imperialism...Our energies now seem to be invested in and are in turn derived from a determination to touch and to unify. What typifies the current spirit is an embrace, an embrace of the community and a hard-headed attempt to get basic with each other. [24] [26] Hazel's insistent yet tragicomic occupation of the dance floor with her blind partner Bovanne directs us to this 'unifying energy' and to forms of relationality that may be said to constitute a black feminist future vision as well as an imaginary ecology. That ecology abounds in the interplay between the irreducible sensuality of black vernacular life and black political consciousness. Hazel and Bovanne's dancing negotiates that interplay. But Hazel also opens a scene that takes on accent, color, and shape not only because of the way she chooses to move, but the way that her movement brings a noise. We are cued in to listen to a "hummin vibration" that expands upon blindness' "hummin jones." Hazel and Bovanne, together like the whirr of a machine, dance on and into one another; their fleshy intimacy lends black performance a certain depth, strangeness, and imaginative force.
[27] But it is Hazel who dances out of her body, only briefly to reclaim it with a difference. Think of the way Hazel moves across and synthesizes the textual and the material in the same way as the gathering force of the stain of Anita Hill's image. We might say that Hazel is a dancing machine: She gets down, does her thing right on the scene, and in doing so, performs a deconstruction of the presumed divide between the scene of politics, of vernacular life, and our television screens; between the scenes of popular and radical black performance, and our so-called anthropocene. Hazel synthesizes "color, vibes design" as she cuts up and gets down, and attempts to, in Bambara's words, "get basic." Through Hazel we can imagine "...a feminist ...building and destroying machines, identities, categories, relationships, space, stories," a feminist speaking in tongues, as Donna Haraway would have it. Mama Hazel and Donna Haraway share the same dream: "Though...bound in the spiral dance, [Hazel] would rather be a cyborg than a goddess." [25] Perhaps it is the 'cyborg' that moves retrospectively closer to Michael, Jermaine, Tito, Randy, and Jackie's sparkling ode to the synthesizing power of Hazel's anticipatory figuration of the machinic black feminine only two years after Hazel and Bambara in 1974: 
